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Abstract. The algebraic structure of the (2n + l)-dimensional Heisenberg

group naturally induces a special class of differential operators whose

solutions (Df = 0) are related to classical theta function theory.

1. Algebra. This section is purely algebraic. Its principal goal is to under-

stand some of the algebraic concepts which lie at the heart of classical theta

function theory. Firstly, we will recall the definition of the Heisenberg group

and describe the structure of its automorphism group.

For an integer « > 0, let J2n be the 2« X 2«-matrix

where E„ is the n X «-identity matrix. Associated to J2n is the nondegenerate,

alternating, 5-bilinear form on R2" defined by

(2) 72n(£,r/) = r,'-/2n-t       t,,£g52".

The Heisenberg group N„ is defined as the (2n + l)-dimensional Lie group

whose underlying manifold is R2" X R and whose group multiplication is

defined by the rule

(3) (£, z)(-n, w) - (É + t,, z + w + \J2n (fc T,))

where £, tj G R2", z, w E R. In general, we denote a typical element v E N„

by v — (£, z) with £ G R2", z E R. It is straightforward to verify that N„ is a

2-step nilpotent, simply connected, analytic group having 1-dimensional

center Z = {(0, z): z E R). The converse statement that every (2« + 1)-

dimensional, 2-step nilpotent, simply connected, analytic group having 1-

dimensional center is isomorphic to N„ is deeper but also standard. Essen-

tially, it is equivalent to the linear algebra result that for any real, alternating,

nonsingular 2« X 2«-matrix A we can write

(4) A = G'J2nG,      G G GL(2n,R).

For a proof, see Lang [4, p. 371].

Let 3„ denote the automorphism group of N„. The 1-parameter subgroups of
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N„ are all of the form t h» (*£, tz): R -> A/„ for fixed (|, z) G Nn and hence

are straight lines in the underlying manifold. It follows that every a E 3„

defines a linear transformation on this underlying manifold and hence can be

described by a real (2zz + 1) X (2zz + l)-matrix. Moreover, since Z is fixed by

a we can write

(5a) a = (S    °)
\S'    d)

where 5 is a real 2zi X 2«-matrix, 5' E R2n and d =£ 0 in R. Hence, a(£, z) =

(Si, dz + 8' ■ £). The condition for a E 3n is equivalent to the requirement

(5b) J2n(SI Sr¡) = S'J2nS(t r,) = d- J2n(£ n),

for all |, r/ E R2". In matrix language this becomes

(5c) S'J2nS - dJ2n.

Hence, 3n consists of all matrices of the form given in (5a), satisfying (5c).

Also, the identity component 3°n of 3„ consists of all a E 3„ with d > 0.

We will now describe 3°n in greater detail. The symplectic group Sp(2zz, R) is

defined by

(6) Sp(2zz, R ) - {S E GL(2/z, R ): S'J2nS = 72n }.

The map Sh« = (oî) identifies Sp(2zz, R) with a subgroup of 3°. We will

assume this identification without further comment. Set

(7) %" = [{dE8T   £):*>MeEÄ*J,

inn(A^n)={(^    °):5EF^j.

Clearly, the sets defined in (7) are all subgroups of 3°„. %.„ can be charac-

terized as the maximal, normal, solvable, analytic subgroup of 3%. Also, since

$2,, n Sp(2«, R) = E2n, we can form the semidirect product Sp(2«, R) £

^R2n. It is almost immediate that

(8) ^=Sp(2zt,F)^^n.

Denote by inn(£, z) the inner automorphism of Nn given by

inn(£,z)((r1,w)) = (Z,z)-x(71,w)(iz).

In matrix form we have
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/    Ein        0\

Hence, inn(A/„) denotes the group of all inner automorphisms of N„. The

following results are obvious.

(10)     %„ = 6D2fl£inn(A„),   3°n = Sp(2n,R)$%n*irm(N„).

Observe that the elements of Sp(2«, R) and %„ commute with each other.

Also set

(10 SL(AT„ ) = Sp(2«, R ) £ inn(iVn ).

This is the subgroup of all a E 3°„ whose restriction to Z is the identity

mapping.

We will now begin to investigate the first of two, essentially equivalent,

algebraic concepts. In terms of each of these concepts, we can develop the

'analytic' results of the next section.

An element a E 3°„ is called a CR-structure if a2 = — 7i2„ mod Z. The set

of all CR-structures is denoted by CR(A/„). 3°„ acts on CR(A/) by conjugation.

For a E CR(N„) and ß E 3°„ we set ß[a] = ß~~xaß. Two CR-structures a,

and a2 are called conjugate whenever ß[ax] = a2 for some ß E 3°n. We

denote the space of 3°n -orbits of CR(A/„), or, equivalently, the space of

conjugacy classes of CR-structures by CR(A/„)/éE°, while we denote the

conjugacy class containing an a G CR(A„) by 3°„[a]. Observe that CR(A/„) c

SL(AJandSL(/Vn)[a]=éE°[a].

Eventually, we will describe CR(A„) and CR(N„)/3°n explicitly.

We begin with the following definition. Set

(12) CR*(A/„ ) = CR(N„ ) n Sp(2«, R ).

We claim

(13) CR*(A„) = {5 G Sp(2«, R): J2„S is symmetric}.

(14) CR(An) = inn(Ag[CR*(An)].

To show (13) observe, 5'72„5 = J2a and S2 = - E2„ imply - 5'72n = 5'72n

= 72„5. The converse follows by reversing these steps. To show (14) take

a E CR(Nn) and write

-(; ;)•

Let

ß = {Ey:   iH1"1™-

To solve ß[S] = a coincides with solving 5 = (E2n — S)y. Since S2 =
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— E2„, E2n — S is nonsingular and y = (E2n — S)~x8. Hence, there is for

each a E CR(N„), a unique S E CK*(N„) and a unique ß E inn(Nn), such

that a = ß[S] and (14) is verified.

The most important CR-structure for this paper is F2„. The following result

describes the conjugacy class containing J^.

Lemma 1.1. For a E CR.*(N„) to be conjugate to J2„ it is necessary and

sufficient that a = (£ f>) where B is symmetric and positive definite.

Proof. Firstly, if a is conjugate to J2n then for some

M.    Bx\

\CX    Dx]ß"[c\   D\}^2»>V>

fi[J*¡\ = «• lt follows that B = B[BX + D[DX. Since A[DX - C[BX = E„,

there is no nonzero (6Ü" satisfying F,| = D£ = 0. Hence, B is positive

definite. Clearly, B is symmetric as well and the first half of the lemma is

verified. Conversely, if a = (c BD) is in CR*(A/n) with B symmetric and

positive definite, then VBV = En for some V E CL(n, R). The matrix

S=(-(VB)*    ™)eSp(2«,J?)   and   $[<*]-/„.

Define

(15) %n = 3°[J2n].

The elements a E %„ will be called positive definite CR-structures.

We will now describe the space of conjugacy classes CR(N„)/3%.

Essentially, our main result refines the classical result that every F-quadratic

form can be diagonalized. Let

(16) S+ = the space of all nonsingular, symmetric, real, n X «-matrices.

GL(z7, R) acts on S* by the rule

X[F] = X'FX,      F E §„+,   X E GL(«, R).

Two elements F and G in S^" are called similar, and we write F ~ G,

whenever X[F] = G for some X E GL(zz, R). Define

Ep     0\
EP,n =    n     77   '      P,? > 0 in Z andp + q = n,•C
p'q     \ 0

07)

It is a well-known result of linear algebra (see Siegel [8, p. 85]) that every

F E S* determines a unique pair of nonnegative integers p, q satisfying

p + q = n and F~ Epq. The pair (p, q) is called the signature of F. We want
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to translate this result to CR-structures. Define

(18) XG = [-G-X     o)'       GeS:-

Clearly, XG E CR*(N„) and J2n(p, q) = XEpq. Moreover, we have the fol-

lowing compatibility between the similarity relation on S* and the conjugacy

relation on CR(A/„).

Lemma 1.2. For Fx and F2 in S*, Fx and F2 are similar if and only ifXFx and

\F2 are conjugate as CR-structures.

Proof. Recall X* = (*')"'. X G GL(«, R). Set

*' = (o   X*)'    XŒGL(">R)-

Clearly, X' E Sp(2«, R). Suppose 7", ~ F2. Then Fx = XF2X' for some X G

GL(«, R). But this implies X'[XFX] = XF2. Conversely, if XFX ~\F2 as CR-

structures then ß[XF2] = XFX for some ß = (Ac BD) E Sp(2«, R). Hence,

F2 = TiFf'Ti' + AFXA' = (A + iBF~x)F(A' - iF~xB').

It follows that Fx and F2 are Hermitian similar, and since they are real

matrices they are similar.

(For the definition of Hermitian similar and the result stated in the proof,

see Lang [4, p. 342].)

From the lemma we have that the orbits 92„ (p, q) are disjoint and each

XF, F E S *, is contained in the union of these orbits. Our next theorem tells

us that the union of these orbits is all of CR(Nn).

Theorem 1.3. CR(N„)/3°„ = [92„(p, q):p, q>0inZ andp + q = «}.

Proof. It suffices to show that each

(as in (13)) is conjugate to some XF, F £ §„+. For B nonsingular we have

ß[S]=XB   where/^("^    "Q5) G Sp(2«, R).

The general case will be reduced to the case above. Since 5 generates a

compact subgroup of Sp(2«, R), by a classical result 5 is conjugate in

Sp(2«, R) to an element in Sp(2«, R) n 0(2«, R). For an explicit proof see

Igusa [2, p. 23]. Hence, we can assume 5 is of the form 5 = (A_B *) where B is

symmetric, A is alternating, A2 - B2 = - E„ and AB + BA = 0. We want to

find a

Ht 3
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with G symmetric satisfying

"M-fê  S)
with F, nonsingular. This is equivalent to solving

(a) Bx - -/IG + GFG + F + (7/1

with G symmetric and F, nonsingular. Since B is symmetric it can be

diagonalized by some orthogonal matrix O, i.e., O'BO is diagonal. Condition

(a) is independent of such a change, hence we can assume B is diagonal to

begin with. Write

B J*<P)\*\
\   0    I 0/

where

5(6) =
*i

0

is a diagonal I X I matrix and ¿- 7e 0, 1 < / < /. From ^42 — F2 =

follows that

-E„it

■(i :)

where ,4, is an / X /-matrix, A\= - AA and A2= — E„_¡. It follows that /14

is orthogonal and is conjugate by an orthogonal matrix to a matrix consisting

of the 2 X 2 blocks J2 down the diagonal. A symmetric matrix S4 E §„_, can

then be found satisfying -A4S4 + S4A4 is nonsingular. Taking

-(o   S4)

satisfies condition (a).

We will now consider the automorphism group of a CR-structure a. For

a E CR(A/„), put

aut(a) = {/? E3°„:ß-Xaß = a).

The elements of aut(a) will be called a-automorphisms. If ß[ax] = a2 for

a,- E CRfJV,,] and /? E 3°„, then clearly /Î-1 aut(a,)/3 = aut^. Hence, to

compute the automorphism groups of CR-structures it suffices to compute the

automorphism groups of the CR-structures J2n(p, q).

We begin by considering aut(72n). Firstly, set

(20) K = Sp(2n,R)n Q(2n,R).
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Obviously, for 5 G Sp(2«, R), we have 5 G AT if and only if 5'72n = 7^5',

which implies

(21) K={(-B    *)eSp(2*i,Ä)}.

As we have mentioned in the proof of Theorem 1.3, K has been previously

studied. It is not hard to show that K is a maximal compact subgroup of

Sp(2«, R) and any maximal compact subgroup of Sp(2n, R) is conjugate in

Sp(2«, R ) to K. The next lemma is almost obvious.

Lemma 1.4. aut(72n) = K £ %„.

Proof. For

■-(i ;)6-m>)

we have

5-"72„5 = 5'72„5 = 72„   and   8' = 8'S "^S.

Hence, 5 = 0 and

a = (l/Vd S    0\(VdE2n    0\

This proves the lemma.

In the same way we can verify the next lemma.

Lemma 1.5. aut(72„(p, a)) = KM £ %„ where

Define

(22) aut(p, q) = aut(72n (p, q)),       G (p, q) = aut(p, a) ^ Ntt,

and, in general, if a G CR(A/„),

G(a) = aut(a) £ Nn.

For congruent CR-structures a, and a2 = ß[ax] the mapping

(y,v)\^ (ß~xyß,ß~x(v))

defines an isomorphism from G(ax) onto C7(a2). We will now consider the

converse. Our main tools come from Jacobson [3], primarily Theorem 10, p.

81 and the theorem of Malcev and Harish-Chandra, p. 92. Corollary 2 on p.

72 is used as well. These results will be assumed without further comment.

The case « = 2 is trivial, hence we assume until the end of the next theorem

that n > 3. In this case both the orthogonal group 0 (p, q) of Epq and its
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commutator subgroup ü(p, q) are irreducible (see O'Meara [7, p. 111]). The

map

A»*-(i   fJfJ
defines an isomorphism of 0 (p, q) into aut(p, q). Since F2n E aut(p, q) it

follows that aut(p, q) is irreducible. Thus N„ is the nil-radical of G(p, q).

Also, aut(p, q) = [aut(p, q), aut(p, q)] £ zpq, where zp q is the center of

aut(p, q).

Theorem 1.6. Two CR-structures a, and a2 are conjugate, up to multi-

plication by — E2„, if and only if the corresponding groups G (a,) and G (a^ are

Lie group isomorphic.

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume a, = J2„(p, q) and

a2 = J2n(r,s). Assume p: G(p,q)-^G(r,s) is a Lie group isomorphism.

Firstly, p(Nn) = Nn and, by our discussion above, p([aut(p, q), aut(p, q)]) is a

Levi-factor of G(r, s). The conjugacy theory of Levi-f actors implies we can

assume without loss of generality that

p([aut(p, q), aut(p, q)]) = [aut(r, s), aut(r, s)].

Thus, for some S E Sp(2zz, R), S~x aut(p, q)S D [aut(r, s), aut(r, s)] and,

hence, fi'C^) centralizes S~xJ2„(p, q)S. As a result, ü(r, s) c 0(F), where

F = XEpqX', where A' = A ' - iC'Epq. Since both F and FM are real matri-

ces it follows that F and Ep are similar. Hence, 2(r, s) is contained in a

conjugate of 0(p, q) in GL(zz, F). Thus, ß(G) c 0(p, C7) where G is similar

to ErX By Schur's lemma, since S(G) is irreducible and commutes with EpqG,

we have G = e • Fp?, e ^ 0 in R, and the theorem follows.

Let C" denote the zz-fold cartesian product of the complex numbers C. In

all that follows we shall fix the identifications

R2n~Rn®R"~C,

defined by setting (|„ & = ¿, + z|2, £„ |2 E F". Thus J^ß, n) = im Éfj,
¿, tj E F". It is obvious, but important, to note that the symplectic group

Sp(2zz, R) does not act as" a group of analytic automorphisms of C (assuming

the above identification). A simple computation shows that S E Sp(2n, R) is

an analytic automorphism of C if and only if it satisfies the property

S+J2n = J2„S+. Hence the group K defined above [20] describes all the

elements of Sp(2/z, R) which are analytic automorphisms.

We will now describe the lattices of N„. A lattice of N„ will be defined as a

discrete subgroup T of Nn such that the space of right cosets T\Nn = {Tv:

v E Nn) is compact and \T,T] = T n Z. This last condition is not usual but
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permits a simpler exposition. Furthermore, the lattices of N„ can be charac-

terized as the collection of all nonabelian subgroups of N„ on 2«-generators.

The main tool in structuring the lattices of N„ is 3°n. Set

(23) £ = collection of all lattices of 7V„

and define the action of 3°„ on £ by

(24) r" = a(T),      a E @?n and T E £.

Since r n Z is a nontrivial discrete subgroup of Z whenever T G £, we can

find a uniquely determined positive real number ß(T) defined by the

condition

(25) rn Z= {(0, ß(T)-m): m G Z}.

The description of £ requires, as we shall see below, familiarity with those

lattices D of C which admit Riemann forms. We will say more about this in

the next section. For now we shall consider just what we need for describing

£.

A lattice of C is a discrete subgroup D of C where D \ C is compact. The

lattices in £ are a source of lattices in C" of a very special kind. Consider the

short exact sequence

(26) \^z^>N„^C-*\

where tt(|, z) = £. Recall we are identifying R2n with C. By Malcev [6]

whenever T G £ we have that tt(T) is a lattice of C. Let 5 G Sp(2«, R) and

T G £. Then 5(T) G £ and 5 induces a diffeomorphism between T \ Nn and

S(T)\Nn. However, in general, as noted above, 5 is not an analytic

isomorphism of C and, hence, as complex manifolds tt(T) \ C and S(tt(T)) \

C" are not necessarily analytically isomorphic.

The condition [T,T] = T n Z (in fact, simply the fact that [r, T] is a

nontrivial discrete subgroup of Z) places further conditions on tt(T). For

v = (£, z), w = (tj, w) E N„, [v, w] = (0, J2„(i r/)). Hence, for any £,t¡E

tt(T) we have

(27) J^^EßW-Z.

In fact we will show in Lemma 1.7 below that

(28) 72n(,r(r),77(r)) = /?(r)-z.

With this in mind, we call a lattice D of C a Heisenberg lattice whenever

y2„(£>, 7>) = /• Z for some / > 0 in R. Denote the collection of all Heisen-

berg lattices of C" by 77£(C*).

For elements £i» £m G C denote the Z-module of C" spanned by these

elements by [£„ ..., £J.
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Lemma 1.7. For a lattice D of C satisfying J2n(D, D) c /• Z, / > 0, we

haveD E Ht(C).

Proof. Dividing the elements of D by v7 we see that there is no loss of

generality in assuming / = 1. Let /, be the smallest positive integer in

J2n(D, D) and /, = J2n(ix, r,,) for ¿„ r,, E D. Set

\íx,T]x]X={ÍED:J2n(Í,ix) = J2n(Tlx,í) = 0}.

We claim D = [£,, r/,] © [|„ r¡x]x. For £ E D, the Euclidean algorithm

implies

0< mlx+ J2n(£„£) = r</„       m,reZ.

Hence, 0 < J2n(£,,£ + rm\x) = r < /,, which contradicts the definition of /,

unless r = 0. Hence, | + znrj, E [£,]x. In the same way, £ + /m'£, E [r/,]"1 for

some m' E Z. Thus £ + m'£x + mr¡x E [|„ r/,]x and our claim is verified. We

are done once we show that for £, rj E [£„ r/,]x, ¡i/J2n(i, rf)- Again by the

Euclidean algorithm

0<mlx+J2n(&r)) = r<lx,       m,rEZ,

and, as before, r = 0 and lx/J2„(Í, r¡).

The proof of the previous lemma is the main step in an induction proof (see

Lang [5, p. 64]) of the next result.

Lemma 1.8. For D E Ht(C) we can write D as the J2n-orthogonal direct

sum D = [£,, rj,] © • • • © [£„, tjJ of 2-dimensional Z-modules [|, tl]. Let lj =

J2n(ij, i)j); then the decomposition can be taken so that lj £ F+ and lj/lj+x, i.e.,

lj+x/ljEZ.
Moreover, these numbers /,,...,/„ are uniquely determined by D.

Corollary. tt£ = //£(C).

Proof. By Lemma 1.7 and the discussion preceding it, whenever T Et,

ttT E Ht(C). Conversely, let D E Ht(C) and D = [|„ rj,] © • • • ©

[£„, rj„] as in Lemma 1.8. In N„ choose preimages of £., iy and set T = the

group generated by these preimages. Then T E £ and ttT = D.

Corollary. For T Et, ß(T)Z = 72n(^r, TrlT).

Set

(29) z: = .{/ = (1, l2, ...,/„) E Z\: yij+x }.

Let a, 1 < j < 2/z, denote the 2/z-tuple consisting of all zeros except for a

one in they'th place. For / E Z* define

(30) Z) (/) = [e„ ..., e„, e„+x, l2eH+2,..., ¡„e^].

Clearly, /)(/) E //£(C) and J2n (D(l), D(l)) = Z.
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Theorem 1.9. For each D E 77£(C) there exist a unique l G Z*, a unique

d^Oin R+andan a E Sp(2«, R) such that D = a(d-D (/)).

Proof. We can assume J2n(D, D) = Z. Then D = [£„ t/,] © • • • © [£„, t/„]

as in Lemma 1.8, and if lj = [¡-j, tj,] we have / G Z*. Set £ « (£„ ..., £„) and

V ™ 0?i> ■"2/^2» ■ • • » ''Jn/Ó- Regarding 4, n' G Ä2n, it is easy to see that the

matrix a — (£r/') E Sp(2«, R) and D = a(D(l)). The uniqueness is also

contained in Lemma 1.8.

Set e'j = (ej, 0) E N„. For 1 E Z* define

(31) T(/) = gp{e'„ ..., e'„, e'n+x, l2e'n+2,..., lne'2n).

In particular, set T„ = T(l, 1,..., 1). For d G /?+ we put

*-(^      °k        »GAT.
V   0      a"2/

Theorem 1.10. For T E £, /«eve ex/5/ a unique I E Z*, a unique d E R+

andan a E SL(A„)such that T = a(d- T(l)).

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume ß(T) = 1. Then D =

tt(T) E 77£(C) and J2n(D, D) = Z. Hence, 7) = a(7J>(/)), where a G

Sp(2n, /?) and / G Z*. Since a G aut(An) and commutes with tt, we can just

as well assume D = D(l). There exists 8 = (8X,..., 82„) E R2n so that

r = gp{(^M';WA+y)},= ,.„•

Hence, T = inn(72n(5), 0) X (T(/)), which proves the theorem.

Since

\   0      d2)       '

it follows that the groups T(/), / G Zf, determine £ up to (î°.

Let T G £. In the next section we shall consider various function spaces on

Nn periodic with respect to left multiplication by elements from T. The

remainder of this chapter is spent developing some of the algebraic machinery

which will be applied to analyzing the structure of these function spaces. For

D E H(C) write 7) = a(d- D(l)) as in Theorem 1.9. The / G Zf and d > 0
are uniquely determined by D. Define

(32) <éP(7J) = (l./2.../„)2.

We call 9(D) the Pfaffian of D. Also, we put

(33) ß(D) = d2.

ß(D)is the unique positive number satisfying

(34) J2nß(D,D) = ß(D)-Z.
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Analogously, for T E £ we can write T = a(d- T(l)) as in Theorem 1.14.

The Pfaffian <>?(T) of T is defined by setting

(35) *P(r) = (l./2--./„)2.

Clearly, for T E £, ^(T) = ^(ttT). Moreover, we have previously defined

/3(r) > 0 by the condition

(36) TnZ = ß(T)-ZZ

where ZZ = {(0, m): m E Z). Clearly,

(37) ß(T) = d2 = ß(Tt(T)).

A duality theory for //£(C), and correspondingly for £, will now be

developed. For D E Ht(C) put

(38) D « {£ E C:72„(£,r,) E ß(D)- Zforallr, ED}.

We call D the c/zzcz/ of D.

Lemma 1.11. For D E //£(C), Z> E //£(C), D c D and 0(0/D) =
<$(D).

Proof. Let Z> = a(d- D(l)) as above. Then D = a(d-D(l)). Hence the

lemma is proved once we show its validity for D (I). In this case,

D = gp{exe2/l2,..., e„/ln, en+x,..., e2n).

Then J2n(D, D) = l//„ • Z and, hence, D E Ht(C"). Clearly, D c D and

O (D/D) = (l-l2---l„)2 = V(D)2.

A relative duality theory will also be required. For D c D', both lattices in

//£(C),put

(39) Éy\D = {£ E C": 72n (£, tj) 6 /3 (Z)')Z for all r, E Z> }.

We say that D'\D is /zze c/zzcz/ o/ Z) wz7A z-eipec/ to D'. The following result is

obvious.

Lemma 1.12. D^\D = (ß(D')/ß(D))D.

We want to investigate the relationship between D, D' and D'\D. A useful

fact is the next lemma.

Lemma 1.13. For D E Ht(On) with D c D„,

0(D \ Dn) = ß(D)"- <$(D)X/2.

Proof. Write D = d- a(D(l)) as above. Then D = T(D„) where
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T= d-Of u

o inj

However, det T = d2n9(D)x/2. Since ß(D) = d2, we are done.

Lemma 1.14. Let D e D' be two lattices in 7/£(C). Then

(a) 0(77 \ D') = (ß(D)/ß(D'))"(9(D)/9(D'))~/2;

(b) 0(ÍT\D/D') = 0(D\D')-9(D').

Proof. Write 7)' - d'-a(D(l')) as above. Then D" = (l/o")«-1^) c

D(1')eD„. Since

0(DjD(l'))~9(D')l/1

and

0(DJD") = iß(7)')',^(7)")I/2= (ß(D)/ß(D'))"9(D)x/2,

we have the first result.

The second result immediately follows from Lemmas 1.11 and 1.12 in view

of (a).

The above results translate immediately into a duality theory for £. Since

each D E 7/£(Cn) determines a T E £ only up to conjugation in N„, what is

really considered is a duality theory of conjugacy classes of £.

Let T G £ and set D = ttT. Choose a lattice F in N„ such that ttT' = D.

As we have shown, F is determined up to inner automorphism in Nn. We

denote the conjugacy class containing F as an element by f. Also, we can

also choose a F G f so that T c F. By abuse of language we shall also

consider T as a lattice itself satisfying T c T.

Lemma 1.15. For T E £, 0(T[t, f] \ f) = 9(r).

Suppose r, r G £ and T cj\ Set 77 - tt(T) and 77' = îtîT'). Choose a
lattice T" satisfying ttT" = D'\D. The conjugacy class containing T" is

denoted by F|r, and, as above, T'|r will also denote a lattice contained in

F|r as a conjugacy class satisfying r c F c F|F

Lemma 1.16. Let T c F be lattices in N„. Then

T'\T = (ß(T')/ß(T))t

where
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when d E R and y E N„.

Proof. Directly from definition.

Lemma 1.17. For T c F lattices in N„ the following results hold.

(a)IfTcTn,then

0(T\Tn) = ß(T)"<$(T)x/2.

(b) 0(T[T', F] \ F) = (ß(T)/ß(T'))n(9(T)/^(T'))l/2.

(c)       o (Flr/F[FJr, FJr]) = o (ryr[r, f]) • <3>(F).

Proof. Follows from the corresponding results for lattices in C.

2. Analysis. Let T he a lattice in Nn. The space of right cosets T\ Nn =

{Tv: v E N„) admits a unique probability measure invariant under

translations by N„. This measure will be assumed in all that follows. Hence,

we get a unitary representation F of N„ of £2(r \ N„) by setting

(1) R„ (F(Tw)) = F(Ywv),       F E £2(r \ N„),   v,w E N„.

We will write functions F on T \ N„ as functions on N„ which are fixed under

left translations by T. In general, if F is a function on N„ and v E N„ we set

(2) LvF(w) = F(v~lw),       wENn.

Thus, the condition on a function F to be a function on Y \ N„ is given by

LyF = F for all y E F We will refer to such functions as T-periodic functions.

The beginning of this section recalls some of the basic results concerning

the representation R. In particular, we reconsider the distinguished subspace

theory of L. Auslander and J. Brezin. Analogous to §1, the central theme is

how the automorphism group and the duality theory controls the structure of

the distinguished subspaces. Essentially, once we know the multiplicity space

HX(T), defined below, the theory of distinguished subspaces can be derived

algebraically. The next topic is the construction of a special function theory

for T \ N„. The guiding force in this theory is the concept of CR-structures.

H. Rossi, in 1970, was apparently the first to see how CR-structures played an

important role in developing a special function theory. Since both the

distinguished subspace theory and the special function theory are built out of

the automorphism group, it comes as no surprise that they are intimately

related. This relationship is exploited to give an analytic characterization of

the distinguished subspaces (see [1] where this result first appears). The final

topic is the application of our theory to classical theta function theory.

For each m EZ put
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(3) Hm(Y) = {F G £2(r\ N„): F(Ç, z) = e2mW/^(r)F(|, 0)}.

Each Hm(T) is easily seen to be Ä-invariant and we have the ^-decom-

position

(4) £2(T\A„)=  2   ©77m(T).

Moreover, for each F E £2(T \ N„) the projection pm(F) of 7" into Hm(T) is

given by the formula

(5) PmF(i, z) = fßiT\-^ms)/ß(r)fii z + s)d5.

The Stone-von Neumann theorem implies HX(T) is ^-invariant and irreduc-

ible, and any two ^-invariant and irreducible subspaces Jf-, and ^ of

£2(r\ N„) are unitarily equivalent if and only if $-,, ^ c Hm(T) for some

m E Z. We assume this result in what follows. Clearly, when m — 0, HQ{T \

N„)= £2(ttT\R2") and H0ÇT\N„) decomposes into the infinite £2-direct

sum of 1-dimensional Ä-invariant subspaces. Below we will show that

R\Hm(T) is the product of l«^"^^) copies of a single irreducible represen-

tation of Nn when m =£ 0.

Let T be a lattice in N„. For any automorphism a E 3°„ it is directly

verified that the following results hold.

(6)(a)£2(r\An)-a-' = £2(F\AJ.

(b)77m(r).a-' = 77m(F).

(c) If $ is an /?-invariant and irreducible subspace of £2(r \ Nn) then

$ • a ~ ' is an Ä-invariant and irreducible subspace of £2(F \ Nn).

Thus, knowing R on £2(r \ Nn) is equivalent to knowing R on £2(F \ N„).

For this reason it is sufficient as far as representation theory is concerned to

restrict our attention to those lattices T = T(l), I E Z*.

Let T = T(l). Then T cT„ and choose F = fjT to contain T„. As we

have said, F is a maximal element from the class of lattices in Nn having the

property that [r', T'] c T„. It follows by elementary arguments that each

y' G F determines a character x(y') on Tn by the rule

(7) X(y')(y) = e2^[y,y'],       y G Tn.

Moreover, the mapping y' h> x(v') induces an isomorphism

(8) r„[F,F]\F^ch(r\r„).

We denote the abstract group in (8) by A = A(F), where in context it will be

clear which of the two groups is meant.

Lemma 2.1. For each y' E T, LyHx(Tn) is an R-invariant and irreducible

subspace of HX(T) and can be given by

(9)        TyT/, (r„) = {F E 77, (T): LyF = X(y')(y)FM all y E Tn}.
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Proof. Since ZyF„ = RvLy- and Hx(Tn) is F-invariant and irreducible, the

first part of the lemma is proved once we know Zy//,(rn) c HX(T). This

follows from [r', T] cT„. To prove the second part of the lemma, first

observe that Hx(Tn) is the eigenvalue one space in //,(T) with respect to the

action of r„ on HX(T) by left-translation. Take F E Hx(Tn) and y' E F. Then

^(L^FXv) = Fíj'-'y-'ü) = F([y', y]y"'y'"1«) = e^^]LyF(v)

for all y E T„. Conversely, if G £ HX(T) satisfies LyG = x(y')(y)G for all

y E T„ then Zy-iG E Hx(Tn). Hence, we have proved the lemma.

Corollary. For each y' £ F, Hx(Tn) andLyHx(Tn) are unitarily equivalent.

Proof. Follows from the first sentence of the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 2.2. Let T = T(l). Then

(10) HX(T)=    2     S Ly.Hx(T„)
Y'eA(P)

is a direct sum decomposition of HX(T) into R-invariant, irreducible and

unitarily equivalent subspaces.

Proof. The group r\r„ acts on HX(T) by left-translations and hence

decomposes HX(T) into subspaces determined by ch(r\r„). By (8) and

Lemma 2.1 all the characters appear and we are done.

Corollary. Let T be an arbitrary lattice in Nn. Then R\HX(T) = the

restriction of R to HX(T) is ^(T)1/2 times a single irreducible representation of

Nn-

Proof. Simply translate by (6) Theorem 2.2.

We will now develop distinguished subspace theory from the point of view

of the automorphism group. Define for a lattice T = T(l) and an integer

m>0,

Bm(T) « {a E 3°„: a(T) c T and «|Z - m • F, },

where F, denotes the identity mapping of Z.

We will associate to each a E Bm(T) an £2-decomposition of Hm(T) into

F-invariant and irreducible subspaces.

Set T = T(l), I E Z*, and define

(ii) r(m) = gp{r,m-,[r,r]},    «ez'+.

To each a E Bm(T), F = aT c T c T„. Choose T* - fjF containing Tn.

To each y* £ T* we associate the character x(y*) of F¿   defined by the rule

(12) x(y*)(«_1(y)) = e2»*"1**'«"«1,    y e r„.
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An elementary exercise shows that the mapping y* h» x(v*) induces the

following isomorphism.

(13) r„[r*, r*] \ r* « ch(i» \ rf').

Lemma 2.3. To each y* E T*, ¿^.(H^J • a) is an R-invariant and irreduc-

ible subspace of 77m(T) and is given by

(14) MT/.iT,).«)

= {F E Hm(T): La-,íy)F=x(y*){cc-x(y))Fforally G Tn}.

Proof. The first statement follows as Lemma 2.1 using [r*, T] c rn(«i).

The second statement follows as Lemma 2.1.

Corollary. For each y* E T*, Ly,(Hx(Tn) • a) is unitarily equivalent to

77,(r„)-a.

Theorem 2.4. For each lattice T = T(l), a G Bm(T),

Hm(T)=^®Lr(Hx(Tn)-a)
Y*

where y* runs over T„[T*, T*] \ T*, T* = fjF.

Proof. T(«i) \ F¿"' is a finite group and acts on Hm(T) by left-translation

having HX(T„) • a as its eigenvalue one space. This action decomposes Hm(T)

into an £2-direct sum (see [1, p. 8]) corresponding to characters on r(»i)\

F¿  , all of which occur nontrivially by (13) and Lemma 2.3.

Corollary. R\Hm(T) is \m\"9(T)x/2 times a single irreducible repre-

sentation ofN„.

Proof. Combine Lemma 2.3, its corollary and Theorem 2.4 along with

o(r„rr*, r*] \ r*) = \m\n9(T)x'2.
We will now use the theory of CR-structures discussed in § 1 to pick out a

special subspace of functions in N„. Essentially, we mimic the way

holomorphic functions on C are determined by the Cauchy-Riemann

equations. To do so we must first describe the Lie theoretic language which

allows this translation. Recall, L„ = Lie algebra of A^. Set L% = the com-

plexification of L„, which we shall regard as a left-invariant differential

operator on C°°(N„). The vectors

Xj = d/dxj + (yj/2)d/dz,      1 < j < «,

(15) Yj = a/3y,. - (xj/2)d/dz,       1< j < «,

Z=a/9z

determine a C-basis of L%. The action of 3°n on L° is given as follows. For

$ = (x, y) G C2" and z G C, put
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(è z) = x' • X + y'Y + zZ = 2 XjXj + S YjYj + zZ

where

x = (x„ ..., x„) E C,       X -

and corresponding notation fory's. Let

'"{!'    d)'

d >0, be in â£. Then

(16) a(&z) = (S&dz + 8<-Ç).

In particular, we will apply (16) to positive definite CR-structures. Let /? be a

positive definite CR-structure. Then ß determines a direct sum decomposition

of¿„c,

(17) L^=Vi(ß)®V_i(ß)®Zc,

where V±i(ß) is the eigenvalue ±i subspace of Z.f with respect to ß and

Zc = center of L^. Clearly, V;(ß)= V_t(ß). For reasons which will be

made apparent below we will be solely concerned with the space Vf(ß).

Define

(18) 9(ß) = {G ECa}(Nn):Vi(ß)G = 0).

We call a function G a ß-theta function whenever G £ 9(ß). The

automorphism group 3°n relates the various subspaces of /3-theta functions.

Firstly, we can write ß = a~lJ2na where a E 3°„. The choice of a is, of

course, not unique but is determined uniquely up to left multiplication by an

element from 0(2zz, F) and multiplication by elements from ^D^. Obviously,

(19) I^.(/?) = a-HWa,)),      9(ß) = 9(J2n)-a.

The first equality is purely formal while the second follows by the chain rule.

We want an explicit basis for V¡(fi). We begin with V¡(J2n). Let v = (£, z)

£ I^(/2n)> è = (x> y)- It follows that J2n(y) = z'v which implies y = z'x and

z = 0. Thus, the zz vectors

(20) X + z'Y

define a C-basis of I^(/2rt). Let

H- ï)
be an arbitrary positive definite CR-structure where 5 = (Ac £) and y = (y',
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y") G R2n. We want to describe a basis of Vt(ß) in terms of 5 and y. For

v = (i z) G Vt(ß), ß(v) = /v implies

z = (Lyi)y'-í   and   y = B~x(iE„ - A)x = (Œ„ - D)~lCx.

Our previous characterization of positive definite CR-structures allows the

taking of inverses. Hence, the « vectors

(21) X + iG(ß)Y + ((i + 1)/V2 )(y' + /y")Z,

where G(ß) = B~\iA + E„), define a C-basis of Vt(ß). Observe that 7J is

symmetric and positive definite and AB is symmetric, implying that G (ß) is

symmetric and has a positive definite real part.

For a positive definite CR-structure ß we can write ß = a~xJ2„a, a G 3°„.

We want to write (21) in terms of a. Firstly, we will digress to give an

interpretation of 3°„[J2n\ = {a~xJ2na: a E 3°n) which put our eventual

formulas into their proper context. Let 3« be the space of « X « complex

symmetric matrices T = X + iY where T is positive definite. The space Q„ is

called the «-dimensional Siegel upper half plane. Sp(2«, R) acts on 3„ under

fractional linear transformations defined by the rule

(22) (J)A7 = (A + TC)~\B + TD),

where M = (Ac BD) E Sp(2«, R), T E S„. A standard fact is (T)M E 3„

whenever T E 3„. Also, Sp(2«, R) acts transitively on 3„ and, hence, the

mapping M h» (iE„)M induces a bijection between K \ Sp(2«, R) and 3„>

where K = Sp(2«, R) n 0(2«, R). Recall, we have set 92*„ = Sp(2n, R)[J2„],

and it follows immediately that the mapping M h» M~xJ2nM induces a

bijection between K \ Sp(2«, R) and 92*„.

Lemma2.5. Let ß = M~xJ2nM, M E Sp(2«, R). Then iG(ß)~x = (/7in)A7.

Proof. Setting

He: *:) ̂ >-a ïr
then

C=-{A[- iC[)(AX + iCx),   B = (D[ + iB\)(Dx - iBx)

and

iA + En = (D< + iB'x)(Ax-riCx).

The lemma follows from (21) and (22).

An important property about 9(ß) which follows directly by the chain rule

is asserted in the next lemma.

Lemma 2.6. Lv9(ß) = 9(ß)forallß G 92n andv E Nn.
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We are mainly interested in those functions F E 9(ß) which are T-peri-

odic where T is a lattice. For ß £ %„ and T £ £ define

(23) 9(ß,T) = 9(ß)nt2(T\Ntt),   9m(ß,T) = 9(ß)nHm(T).

We will eventually describe these spaces in terms of ß and T.

Lemma 2.7. For F E 9(ß, T), the projection pm(F) into Hm{T) is in

9m(ß,T).

Proof. It is straightforward to verify that

V,(ß)pm(F)(i z) - fßme-™'»-'WmVl(ß)F(i z + s)ds,

which immediately implies the lemma.

Corollary. 9(ß, T) = 2meZ © 9m(ß, T) in the t2-norm.

Again, the automorphism group will be utilized to relate the various spaces.

Suppose ß £ %„ and T E £. Then ß = a^J^a, a £ (2° , and T = y(T(l)),

where y £ 6Ü° and / E Zf. Then

(24) 9(ß, T) = 9{ya-%nay-\ T(l)) • y"'.

The first use we make of (24) is to reduce the problem of computing the

subspaces 9(ß, T) to the special case where T = T(l) and ß is arbitrary or the

special case where T is arbitrary and ß = J2n.

Lemma 2.8.0o(/3, T) = C.

Proof. Assume ß = J^. Then if F E 90(ß, T) it is easy to see that F(£),

£ = x + iy E C, is entire. Since it is also periodic, it must be a constant.

Before we consider 9m(ß,T) for m > 0 we remark on the following

description of HX(T„). Each F E Hx(Tn) can be written

(25) F(£, z) = e2™e+™VFx (£),      £ = (x, y),

where

*i (0 - 2 f(y + /y*   and /OO - f£" F, (£) Ä.
iez- Jo

The function F,(£) will be denoted by F(/)(£) to show its dependence on/.

Clearly, / E £2(F") and is not uniquely determined by the condition F =
e2*ize~vixyP(f).

For

define the function on .¡V„ by the rule
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(26) *( ß, r„)(Ê z) = e^e-v-rp (/)(£),

where

/(y) = exp^/G^)"'^] + ('* " OW)" lY + 'ï")'v)}.

Theorem 2.9. #i(/?, r„) « a l-dimensional C-vector space and the function

\p(ß, T„) exists and is in 9x(ß, T„).

Proof. The real part of G (ß) being symmetric and positive definite

immediately implies the function in (26) exists and hence is in HX(T„). We

shall now show that it is, in fact, up to constant multiple the unique function

in 9x(ß, T„). Assume F E 9x(ß, Tn). Since F E CM(N„) it follows P(f) is

also infinitely differentiable. Hence, f(y) = fo"P(f) dx is infinitely

differentiable and its derivatives may be computed by differentiating inside

the integral. Using Y(e2™e+,rixy) = 0, condition (21) becomes

iG(ß)YP(f) = -2TTiy P(f) - XP(f) + (i + l)TTi(y' + iy")P(f).

However, Jo" XP(/) dx = 0 by periodicity in x. Hence,

iG(ßW(y)/ty = (~2my + (i + l)iri(y' + iy"))f(y),

and, as is standard knowledge, this equation has a unique solution, up to

constant multiple, given by the formula in (26).

Corollary. Let T = T(l) anda E Bm(T), m > 0. 77îé>«

9m(ß,T)=2Ly.(9(aßa-x,T„)-a)
Y*

where y* is as in Theorem 2.4. 7« particular,

dimc9m(ß,T) = m"9(T).

Proof. Simply apply Lemma 2.7, Theorem 2.4 and (19) to the previous

theorem.

Corollary. To each distinguished subspace $ ofHm(T„),

dimc(fn9m(ß,Tn)) = 9(Tn) = l.

Before continuing we will make several observations about these results.

Firstly, although we gave an explicit function ^(jß, T„) to describe 9x(ß, Tn),

this function is, in fact, explicitly associated to the pair (/?, Tn). Also, the

question of convergence, i.e. uniform convergence on compact subsets of the

series in (26), immediately indicates 9m(ß, T„) = 0 whenever m < 0.

Thus far we have proceeded by describing the function theory related to a

fixed choice of a lattice in Nn. The final topic of this section involves the

following general question. What information does the function theory give

us about the lattices in A/„?
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Lemma 2.10. Let T be a lattice in N„ and choose ß £ ??2n. Then

T = {o E Nn: LVF = F whenever F E 9x (ß, T)}.

Proof. Suppose to begin with T = T„. Then it is easy to see by direct

computation that ypx(ß, T„) can be fixed by L0, v E N„, if and only if v £ T„.

For T = T(l) we consider the functions Ly.(\(/X(ß, Tn)), y* chosen as in

Theorem 2.4 with a = identity. The lemma follows by definition in light of

our remark above concerning T„.

Corollary. Let T be a lattice in N„. Then

T(m) = {vE N„: Lv\Hm(T) = identity}.

Conversely, Hm(T) = {F E £2(T \ N„): LyF = F whenever y E T(m)).

Proof. It is not difficult to see that the smallest 51-invariant subspace

containing 9x(ß, T) is HX(T). Hence, since £ and 31 commute, the previous

lemma implies T = {v E N„: L0F = F whenever F E 9x(ß, T)}. The

corollary follows.

Corollary. For two lattices T„ T2 in N„, we have Tx(m) = T2(m) if and

onlyifHm{Tx) = Hm(T¿.

3. Classical theta function theory. Let D he a lattice in C. The central

problem is the question of the existence of nontrivial meromorphic functions

on the complex torus D \ C. As is well known, this problem is equivalent to

the question of the existence of a nontrivial theta function (defined below) on

D \ C. In this section we will indicate how the classical theory can be

developed in the framework of the Heisenberg group. We begin by recalling

some of the essential features of the classical theory. For a complete treat-

ment see Lang [4].

For a lattice D c C, by a Riemann form on C with respect to D we mean

an F-bilinear form Ä:C X C -» F which satisfies the following properties.

(l)(a) The form Ä is alternating.

(b) It takes integral values on D X D.

(c) The form (x,y)-*Â(ix,y) is symmetric and positive semidefinite.

We shall work solely with nondegenerate Riemann forms which have the

added condition that the form in (c) is both symmetric and positive definite.

Not every lattice D c C, n > 1, admits a nondegenerate Riemann form. For

those lattices D which do, we call the corresponding complex torus D \ C an

abelian manifold. For the purpose of this work we shall assume that if D \ C

has n algebraically independent meromorphic functions defined on it, then D

admits a nondegenerate Riemann form. The question we pose is the converse:

Show that if D admits a nondegenerate Riemann form, then D \ C has

defined on it n algebraically independent meromorphic functions. The proof
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we give is essentially that of C. L. Siegel except in a new framework. We will

also investigate the structure of these function spaces.

Recalling the identification C s R2n above we can associate to the form A

a 2« X 2« .R-matrix, also denoted by A, uniquely determined by the

condition i(£, r/) = (r/„ r,2)'/l(£„ |2), where | = £, + /£2, r/ = r/, + ir¡2. We

will now describe those lattices D for which D \ C is an abelian manifold.

The condition for A to be a nondegenerate Riemann form with respect to a

lattice D is given in matrix language by

(2)(a)A' = -A.

(b) rj'Ai; E Z whenever |, r\ E D.

(c) AJ2n is symmetric and positive definite.

Lemma 3.1. Let A be a 2« X 2« R-matrix satisfying (a) and (c) of (2). Then

there exists an R-matrix C satisfying A = C'J2nC = C'CJ2n.

Proof. Since A' — - A and AJ2n is symmetric, A has the property that

AJ2n = J2„A_. Since, moreover, J2nA = AJ2n is positive definite, it follows that

Y + iX = C[CX, where A = (x_ Y £) and C, = C,' + iC'{ (see Lang [4, p.

374]). Put

and the lemma follows.

The condition on the 2« X 2« real matrix C, 72„C = C72n, implies that C

induces a C-linear mapping on C". It follows that if we are given a lattice D

in C admitting a Riemann form A, then a C-linear mapping C of C exists

such that C(D) is a lattice in C and 72„ = (C~X)'AC~X is the corresponding

Riemann form. In particular, we can restrict our attention to the Heisenberg

lattices D of C considered in §1. We can summarize this discussion as

follows.

Lemma 3.2. Let D be a lattice admitting a Riemann form A. Then there is a

C-linear mapping C ofC having determinant 1 such that C(D) E hL(C) and
J2n = (C-x)'AC~x.

Eventually, we will relate function theory of T \ N„ to that of D \ C where

ttT = D. Essentially, T-periodic functions on the 'nonabelian' object T \ N„

are transformed into functions on C which, although not 77-periodic,

satisfy a functional equation with respect to the action of D.

Recall the short exact sequence 1 -» Z-» Nn -»C -» 1 where ït(£, z) = £.

For purposes of the classical theory, it is most natural to consider the spaces

(3) 9m(T) = 9m(J2n,T),       mEZ\.

We begin by considering results which do not depend on a lattice. Put
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(4) 0d^9(J2n)nCj°(Nn)

where Cd°°(N„) consists of all F E C°°(zV,,) of the form F(£, z) = e2"idzFx(Ç),

d > 0 and rc?cz/. Set

(5) A/¿ = M¿ (£, Z) = e-2™dze-«¡dXye»dyyf £ = fx^ e ^2„

Lemma 3.3. 77ze mapping F(£, z) -» A/rf(£, z)F(£, 2) defines an isomorphism

from 9d onto E(C), the entire function on C.

Proof. Let F(£, z) = e2"^F,(£) E 0rf. Since (X + iY)F = 0, we conclude

F, satisfies 7rc/(jc + iy)Fx + (9/3* + id/dy)Fx = 0. This latter result implies

that

A/rf(£, z)F(£, z) = e^e-^Fi (£)

is a solution of the Cauchy-Riemann equations. The converse follows by

reversing the steps.

Corollary. Mm(£, z)9m(T) c E(C)for all lattices T in Nn.

For F E 9m(T), Mm(£, z)F(£, z) is entire. We will now translate the T-

periodicity of F to the entire function Mm(£, z)F(^, z). To each lattice T of

Nn, tt(T) is a Heisenberg lattice in C. Set D = tt(T). There are many lattices

in A7,, which determine D in this way. These problems have already been

accounted for in the classical theory. We will see how they translate into our

language.

Let D he a Heisenberg lattice and set d = ß(D). Recall J2n(D X D) = d-

Z,d>0. Let K.C-+R be an F-linear mapping and B: C X C -* R an

F-bilinear form satisfying

(6)(a)F-F' = 72n.

(b) B(D X D) c dZ.
Corresponding to the pair K and B we shall describe a lattice T in N„

satisfying nF = D. Firstly, condition (a) implies B = G + \J2„ where G is a

symmetric F-bilinear form. Define the section p: C-*N„ to it by the

formula

(7) p(£) = (£,F:(£)+iF(£,£)),      £ £ C.

Lemma 3.4. Let K: C-*R be an R-linear map and B: C X C -» R an

R-bilinear form satisfying (6). Let p be the associated section. Then T =

gp(p(D)) is a lattice in Nn and wT = D.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume D = D(l), I = (1,

l2,..., l„) E Z*n. Put

T' = gp(P(ej),p(lJeJ+n))l<j<n.

We must show p(D) c F. Take y E p(D) and write
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y = (£,*(£)+¿ G (|,£)),      {EC".

Write £ = (x,y) and put

y' = (¿ *(£) + |(G(x, x) + G(y,y) + 72n(x,y)))

which clearly lies in T'. Since y~'y' = (0. G(x,y) - ¿J2„(x,y)) by (b),

y" V G [r', T'] c F and we are done.

Define for a lattice T in A/„,

(8) cW(r) = cw(^)n77m(r).

Lemma 3.5. Let D E HL(C) and choose K and B and T as in the previous

lemma. Then Mm(i-, z)C^\T) consists of the space of all C^-functions 9 on C

which satisfy the following functional equation:

(9) f?(£ + Tl) = ß(£\e-2"m(-L(-£>Tl'> + K(v) + B(.ri,r))/2)e-mmL(T,,7,)^

where £ - x + iy E C.tj - r + is G D, L(|, r¡) = s • £.

Proof. Let F G C^(T) and write

0(£) = e->dmxye«nyyF(^ Qy

Then

0(£ + T,) = e-"""U+r)(y+i)e™(y+i)(y+i)/7^ + T/> (j).

However, (tj, 7C(tj)) + \(B(t], tj)) G T and, using the T-periodicity of F, we

get

F(n + i K(y1) + {-B(r,, r,) + \j(-n, |)) = F(|, 0).

Hence,

9 (£ + ri) = 9 (£) • e-vim(ry+sx + rs)e7rm(2sy+s)e-2mm(K(.ri) + B(.r¡,ri)/2+J(ri4)/2)

which can be simplified to give the lemma.

Define for K, B satisfying (6) with respect to the lattice 77,

Th(m)(7C, B; D ) = the space of all entire functions 9
(10)

on C satisfying (9).

Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 immediately imply the following.

Theorem 3.6. Let D G 77£(C) and choose K, B to satisfy (6) with respect

to D. Let T be the corresponding lattice with respect to K, B and D. Then

ÖD Mm(iz)9m(T) = ThM(K,B;D).

Corollary. (hnTçTh^TC 77; D) = |«i|n- 9(D)1/2.

We close this section with a discussion of how our methods have

determined all classes of theta functions usually considered, as, for example,
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in Lang [5]. There the following definition is made.

Let Dx be a lattice admitting a nondegenerate Riemann form A. Choose:

(12)(a) An F-bilinear form F,: C X C -» F satisfying BX(DX X Dx) c Z

and A = F, - F[.
(b) An F-bilinear form L,: C X C->C which is C-linear in its first

variable and A = Lx - L\.

(c) An F-linear map Kx: C" -> F.

We denote by Th(L„ F„ F,; Z),) the space of all entire functions 9(C) on C

satisfying the following functional equation.

0(£+ r,) = 0(£)exp{-27rz(L,(£,T,) +'L.^t,) + Kx (r,) + {B(r,,r¡))},

£ECn,   tjE/X

By Lemma 3.2 there exists a complex linear isomorphism C of C such that

the mapping 9 h» 9 • C defines an isomorphism from Th(L', K, B; D) onto

Th(L„ Kx, Bx; />,), where L' = C'LXC, K = C'KXC, B = C'BXC and D =
C~X(DX) is a lattice in C" having J2n as its corresponding Riemann form. Let

F(£, rj) = s • (x + iy), £ = x + iy, r\ = r + is. Then since L' - L" = L" -

V we have L = L" + L', where L": C" X C -> C is a symmetric C-bilinear

form. Hence e"iL"(iA) is entire. Also

emX"(i'°Th(L', K,B;D) = Th(L, K, B; D).

The next theorem summarizes this discussion.

Theorem 3.7. Let Dx be a lattice admitting a nondegenerate Riemann form

A. Choose Bx, Lx, Kx as in (12). Then there exists a C-linear map C ofC anda

symmetric C-bilinear form L" such that the mapping 9 -> emL"(U)9(CQ defines

a C-isomorphism between Th(L„ Kx, Bx; Dx) and Th(X)(K, B; D), where

D = C~X(DX) is a Heisenberg lattice in C and K, B satisfy (6) with respect to

D.

Suppose now that D is a fixed lattice admitting a Riemann form. To each

Riemann form /I, on D and choice of L,, Kx, Bx satisfying condition (12) with

respect to D and.4, we can form the space ß(Th(L,, Kx, Bx; D)) of quotients

of elements from Th(L,, Kx, Bx; D). Define

A(D \ C) = 2 Ô(Th(L„ Kx, BX;D))

where we sum over all Ax, Lx, Kx, F, as above. We call A(D \ C") the space

of abelian functions on D \ C.

Theorem 3.8. Let D be a lattice admitting a nondegenerate Riemann form

and T a lattice satisfying ttT = D. Then

A(D\C)=^  Q(9jF))-
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Proof. Fût K, B satisfying (6) with respect to 77. For any nondegenerate

Riemann form Ax on D and Lx, Kx, Bx satisfying conditions (12) relative to

D,AX, there is an integer m > 0 such that L2 = mL - Lx is an R-bilinear

form, C-linear in its first variable and A2 = L2 = L2 = mJ2n — Ax is a

Riemann form relative to D. Clearly we can form Th(mL — Lx, mK — 7C„

mB - Bx; D) and choose a nonzero a in this space. For any /, g G

Th(L„ Kx, Bx; D) both of, ag E Th(mL, mK, mB; 77). Let T be the lattice
determined by K, B as in Theorem 3.6. Then Th(«iL, mK, mB; D) =

Th(m)(7C 7i; 77) which equals Mm(& z)9m(T).
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